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Although the primary children in these studies showed a
decided preference for prose, this preference may be due to
the type of poetry read. Poetry that has the elements men-
tioned above would probably be interesting to children.35
number
Children likewise bring different degrees of readiness to
their first arithmetic lesson. They acquire knowledge of
numbers incidentally in their everyday living. They acquire
number experiences naturally as they mature mentally.
The tendency at present is not to force arithmetic in the
first grade, but to teach only such number work as children
need in their activities. In giving out pencils to children
in a row they learn to count; in forming groups of three and
four they gain experience with groups of numbers; in con-
structing and furnishing a playhouse they learn to use inches
and feet correctly; in buying stamps and reading the ther-
mometer, they learn to count by two's; in buying their
midmorning lunch, they gain practice in simple addition and
subtraction. Children need to tell the time in order to
follow the daily program; they gain number experience in
keeping score in games. If they cook, they have to know
the amount of each ingredient to use. The skilful teacher in
the primary grades encourages active participation in many
kinds of number experience, and gains a detailed knowledge
of each child's achievement through observation of him in
these natural situations. Through such observation as well
as through standardized and informal tests the teacher can
ascertain what knowledge pupils already possess, and thus
avoid unnecessary interest-destroying repetition and waste
of time in drilling facts already familiar to the children.37
In the second grade the teacher should continue the process
of keeping up with every child's experience with numbers
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